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Summer Session
Bulletin Brings
Early Response

WELCOMES AL1/MTVI

All courses give three semester
hours credit for the full 11 weeks
or one and one-half semester hours
credit for five and one-half weeks,
unless a different number is specifled in the summer school bulletin.
Students in the Summer Session
may not carry more than 12 credit
hours and courses axe given in the
forenoon unless otherwise indicated.
General Courses Repeated
Nearly all the general courses
\\ }iich were given during the regu11F ae&lemic year are being repeat'(I in the summer school session and
(}1ne specialized courses are plaimed.
The teaching staff is selected almost
xclusively from the regular faculty.
Provisions are made for courses
i n graduate work which may count
t.ex-' degree._The cuTiie, however, reserves the right to
withdraw all courses for which there
is a registration of less than six.
The regular registration day is
vTonday, June 12 and all students
I - IS requested to complete their
gistration on this day. Incidental
f(eS per credit hour are $5.00 with
laboratory fees listed for some
(()urses.
-

LEVEQUE HEARS
REVISIONS REPORT
Committee Holds Meeting at
Dean Drewry's
,-\ ie p o rt of the committee which
has been working on the revisions
ot the student body constitution was
hard Friday night by the new cominittee, recently appointed by President William LeVeque to represent
1(' Central Board for next year. A
I)ainess meeting was held after
(nnner at the home of Dean and
T\lrs. Raymond G. Drewry.
The revision committee includes
J. Herman Mattson, Elsie Korpela,
lack Sprenger and Fred Renschler.
The committee named will recommend the revisions to Central Board
o they may place them before the
udents at an election. The reinainder of the committee includes
Kathryn St. Clair, Pat Steele, Wilham LeVeque and Dean Drewry.

liiternational Club
Plans Convention
11:n ar (' under way for the Inftrnational Relations club of the
college of Puget Sound to be hosts
() similar groups from the north\V 'St at the annual conference to be

held at CPS next year. The date

I

For Baccalaureate

I Pfiqnv.

Students Clear Lan
Campus I

First Quarter Begins
June 12; Regular Faetilty Members on Staff
Favorable reports for the
College of Puget Sound summer session are being given by
Christian Miller, registrar. 5eventy-six replies have been received to date from 4000
pamphlets which were sent out.
The summer quarter commences June 12 and ends Au
gust 25 including two sessions,
the first from June 12 to July
19, and the second from July
20 to August 25.

Sophs Defeated
In Tug
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Alumni of Puget Sound,
your Alma Mater invites you
home this spring. She needs
your presence if it is but for one
day. Some of you have not seen
her new plant and equipment.
It will give you something of a
thrill. Your younger brothers
and sisters who are now in college need your presence.
rJp to this time systematic
class reunions have not been
held. It will be a great event
in the life of this college if the
member classes of the quadrants
and the class members of those
classes will be present at this
coming commencement.
"This is the year for the following classes to hold reunions:
1893, 1897, 1901, 1905, 1909, 1913,
1911. 1921, 1925,1929,_1933. Let
_______
some member of each class start
the reunion.
Your Alma Mater gave you
a start in life. The work which
she has done has been good.
That work has now been recognized by the highest accrediting
agency in the country. She now
holds such an academic position that it is considered an
honor to be connected with her
organizations. In days past she
nurtured you with intellectual
bread. She is going to need that
every alumnus of the institution
shall stand by her in the days to
come. While she has some endowment, economic conditions
are such that income from all
(Continued on Page Five)
"

The campus recei
facial and perman
when the student be
gether for the Cam
program. Cleaning u
was the largest pan
done, and other mine
ect strengtnening the lence around
the athletic field, the grading of the
bank along Lawrence street, scraping
the road to the tennis courts and
dragging the baseball diamond in
preparation for Friday's game with
St. Martin's college.
Open warfare broke out between
the freshman and sophomore men,
and a number of skirmishes were
reported prior to the traditional
tug-of-war, which saw the sophomores take a ducking. A number
of spectators were dampened also
when the sophomores, recognizing
defeat, rushed for the hose. Hostilities ceased after a time, however.
and the campus resumed its peaceful air for another year.
The dance held Thursday evening in the gymnasium was a huge
success, the informal aspect of the
affair proving highly attractive.
Cords and sweaters were the vogue,
and a large crowd was on hand.

BEER BANNED
FROM CAMPUS
Beer will ut a II\Vt ()fl Ill
ar itv
H
campusorinany
f'c1d
houses," stated DI*
in an interviec held Friday.
Beer and cdVcacion do not mix,"
continued Dr. 'Podd in a very emphatic tone. We ar Interested in
filling studet's head and.! not their
stomachs."/
;
Fratern$ies attmptin to provide
the 3.2 everage QF
embers and
pledges Avill suffer'th/ loss of their
house nd chrt}.J1Dr. Todd considered these\'eiy rastic steps but
said that swift\ct,in would be taken if necessary '
Such a practise may be allowed
at the University of Washington
and other institutions," confided
'Dr. Todd, "but here at the College
of Puget Sound. the Board of Trustees will not tolerate it."
-

.

.

A nnual Choral Trip Packet!
ff'7ith

tany Laughs, Thrilts

"From the Halls of 1vIoow
To the barn at41
college's
We have sung11
1w
,
And helped to 'break' them all."
(With apologies to the Marines)
But we deviate from the path of
righteousness—L \ mean continuity.
What we meant to say in the first
place was that the choral society
had a trip--journey, we mean, into
the east ~rp part of the state not
long W. \ In fact, they spread
themsek out. Miss Jones, who
1g as chaperone—spread
wentJ'
herself aut when a taxi disputed
the right of way with her in Spokane. The taxi won the first round
by flooring "Jonesy," but she came
right back to take all honors in the
remaining rounds. It seems that
the taxi driver thought he'd run
down a truck-driver when all was
said and done—anyway, said. There
apparently is some advantage to

His not been definitely arranged as
yt but it will be some time next
vi'ar. Plans for the meeting are bem (,r made under the direction of the this public speaking, after all.

ge Prepares For
ge Ahiinni Group
C o rn in e n c e m e n t
rcises
_____

Bishop Titus Lowe

COLLE(;E HISTORY
CHIEF PEA T1JRES
ARE PRESENTED
MD.Xch 17, 1888 the Puget
Sound University was incorporated. This institution was reincorporated the University of
Puget Sound April 23, 1903. In
the spring of 1914 the name of
the College of Puget Sound was
taken.
Dr. Edward H. Todd began his
term as President October 11
1913.
In 1914 the academic organization was changed from that of
a university to that of a college
liberal arts. The business
1 p \s thi"Ded i i t e'nin
ThC academy was discontinued
ill 1916. During the year 1927
normal school eliminated, thus,
making the institution a strictly
four-year college.
The present campus was purchased in 1923 and in September
of the following year the student body moved over from the
(Continued on Page Five)

College Gets Publicity
_______

An article on the category and
successful business management of
the College of Puget Sound is to
appear in the American Business
Journal in May. Dr. E. H. Todd has
also received letters from Tokyo and
an English magazine asking for an
article of the same type. Likewise,
The National Geographic Magazine
.
has asked to include the college
1
among the published list of schools
of higher learning which are recogway one of the tongs (just any one nized by them as accredited.
of them because it was all Greek to
the songsters, anyway) threw a

(

good time was had

ported by one of
members—at least si
knew one of the mei
According to the s
songsters visited a
Pomeroy

on

a

5,0

ranch.

There they
duced in the raw. Ii
raw that they coul
when they got to t
to all reports the
that part of the cow
thing like the Craz,
bps' over KOL.
( According to Mr
meat loaf is delicio
good for the voice

they ate meat loaf r
anyway, they ate.
Just one more inte
en before we close-

Well as we have tried to convey, strels is bewailing ti
C. &rr1egie Institute which sponsors
I e International Relationsgroups. the choral society was in Moscow. didn't get to avenge
I) r Williston predicts that this will site of the University of Idaho, and an anonymous bed
b(- one of the bin events of the it seems that they have politics—I can't figure out is h
rnen fraternities—there too. Any- bed bur hack?

Complete
Celebrating
th Anniversary

.Commencement week marks
the 45th anniversary since the
founding of Puget Sound University and the 30th year of
existence for the College of
Puget Sound.
All the Cornmencement affairs, scheduled
to start May 26, will be held in
honor of these two events.
order for alumni to see the
college while the students are still
at work, graduation activities were
moved ahead one week.
The senior class will open the
week of festivity with Cap and
Gown day on Friday, May 26. President Edward H. Todd will hold a
reception for members of the senior
cl55s that evening.
Alumni Lunch Saturday
The Color Post ceremony will be
held Saturday, May 27 followed by
the alumni luncheon in the Bioloi
laboratory in Howarth Hall. Dr.
Todd hopes the classes will hold
their reunions at this time especially
that of quadrant one, to which this
year's senior class belongs. The
Board of Trustees will transact Its
business at noon in Jones Hail.
Fraternities and sororities will en
cerii t?i
in the evening following th e aluinn
luncheon and reunion.
Bishop Lowe Speaks
On Sunday, May 28, Bishop Titus
Lowe will deliver the Baccalaureate
sermon in the Jones Hail auditorium and on Monday, the 29th of
May, the class of 1933 will be graduated in Jones Hall at 10 A. M. The
Commencement speaker has not as
yet been chosen.
The main feature of commencement will be the attempt to get a
large representation of alumni here
for the exercises. Fntertainment
will be furnished alumni members
from May 26 to May 29. Bed and
breakfast will be furnished for 50
cents. The Rev. Edgar C. Wheeler
IS in charge of alumni entertainment
and requests every alumnus that expects to attend this year's celebration to get in touch wi th him by
the first of May.

ALPHA PHI GAMMA
PUBLISHES PAPER
1 the idea of combining the
es of the college's 45th anni-

y celebration and to encourage

lumni to return during cornment week for class reunions,
Lministration and alumni have
Sated with the members of
Phi Gamma, National HonJournalism Society, in issuing
reek's Issue of the Trail.
editing of the paper has been
by the members of Alpha Phi
ia, while the administration,
d and the Trail have coned to the financial support of
sue. It is the purpose of the
nity to sponsor each year some
.nding bit of journalism work.

ired Eaken, Margaret Janes,
ierite McMasters, Thelma

es, Elza Dahlgren, Ed HoneyFred Stockbridge, Dick Link,
yn St. Clair, Milt Woodard,
Sconce, Howard Clifford and
ir Llnn make up the memberDf the group. J. R. Roberts is
cu1tv adviser.
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SORORITY HAS
SPRING DANCE
AT WINTHROP

FACULTY WOMEN
HAVE GUEST DAY

YWCA Leader
Visits College

COLLEGE LEAGUE
TO MEET APRIL 27

WCA ELECTS
NEW OFFICERS

Mrs. Lyle Ford Drushell Heads
Mrs. Charles Mason to EnterMiss Miriam Weigle Is New
Mrs. Harrie Chamberlain Will
Committee in Charge
tai n
Members of the Women's Faculty
Be in Tacoma Monday and
President
The home of Mrs. Charles W.
Tuesday
Kappa Sigma Theta Informal club entertained Friday afternoon at
Mason, 2501 North Washington is
their annual guest day, with Miss
Miss Miriam Weigle was chosen
Is Held Saturday Evening
opened to the Woman's College

Kappa Sigma Theta sorority held
its spring informal at the Winthrop
Hotel 1at Saturday evening. A
spring idea, with clematis, was featured in appointment.
The committee in charge included
Misses Garnet Paulsen,, chairman,
Annabel Biggie, Dora Langton and
Evelyn Mellinger. Patrons and patronesses were Mr. and Mrs. Frank
G. Wiliiston, and Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Janes. Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Mans were honor guests of the
sorority.
The guest list follows: Kenneth
Bourke, Eugene Piety, Monty Fernberton, John Aston, Alvin Brown,
Rex Weick, Larry Wurch, Kenneth
011ar, Floyd Somers, Jack Sprenger,
Doug Bohn, Julius Davidson,
Charles MacLean, Plummer York,
Pete Dale, Herbert Edwards, Dick
Zehnder, Gov Teats, Bill Wright,
Arnold Leuenberger, Emory Baker,
Jack Green, Gerald Hanson, Bill
Cleveland, Leonard Moline, Richard
Poole, Hollis Day, Otto Smith, Leo
Hirschorn, Stan Warden, John
Gardner, Amos Booth, Kermit Heggerness, Carl Swanson, Ed Burrough, Quentin Schmitt, Julius
Gius, Philip Keys, Lloyd Gray,
Lorne Stewart, Hop Prescott, Bob
McCullough, Mike Winsberg, Victor
Ranta and Charles Asbury.

Annual Breakfast
Honors Graduates
Plans are being completed for the
Junior-Senior breakfast to be given
Thursday, April 27 at Lake Wilderness. This affair is an annual event
-- -
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Campus Day
Dance Is Held
Climaxing Campus Day, the annual dance was held in the gym,
with Miss Betty Fox as general
chairman. Jimmy McDowell's orchestra played, and Dean and Mrs.
Raymond G. Drewry, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Robbins, and Miss Anne
Crapser were patrons and patronesses.

spring dresses and coats before
making a purchase. They are
new and delightful.

BENDER'S
I 124 Broadway

MOORE'S

RIALTO
2 Smash
Hits A Iways!
NU SHOS
Tues.-Thurs.
Sunday
1933 RCA-VICTOR
SOUND EQUIPMENT
LATEST TYPE
DAYLITE SCREEN

president of YWCA at an election
held Tuesday and Miss Eva Tuell
was selected vice-president. Other
members of the new cabinet include
Miss Margaret Banfield, secretary;
Miss Harriet Rosenzweig, treasurer;
Miss Elza Dahlgren, library chairman ; Miss Eleanor Hoyt, program
chairman ; Miss Thelma Meisnes,
publicity chairman; Miss Ruth
Helen Evans, room chairman; Miss
Gretchen Hoyt, Seabeck chairman;
Miss Marian Sherman, service
chairman and Miss Dorothy Foxwell, social chairman.
The new and the retiring cabinets
-. kAPPA HINAMFq
0! H. I •
ed belongs. It is expected that these met at the home of Mrs. Lyle Ford
Students of the College of Puget
persons, though they did not grad- Drushejl, Saturday, for a pot-luck
Sound will undoubtedly be pleased to
uate, shall attend class reunions supper aand completed plans for
learn that H. T. Moore has returned Kappa Phi, organization for with the classes with which they the ensuing year. Miss Dorothy
Foxwell was in charge.
Methodist girls, selected Miss Mu- entered
to the theater field In Tacoma.
Mr. Moore is the owner of the dred Schaad president of the group
In like manner, members of the

Sttuleiiis Welcome
Ivloore
Iteturn

"""

'

League of the College of Puget
Sound for their meeting April 27
at 2 :30. An attractive program has
been planned by Mrs. Hunter Kennard for this special occasion. A
group of spring songs will be sung
by Mrs. Lincoln Gault. Mrs. Daniel
D. Schneider will present the history
and development of porcelain.
The League and Mrs. Mason invite all women of Tacoma who are
interested in the College of Puget
Sound to attend this tea. Students
are asked to invite their mothers
and friends.

'--

NEW EXECUTIVES

Rialto, having opened this popular for the ensuing year and Miss Edith faculty and Board of Trustees be-

Social Calendar

Six Coffman was named vice-president long to the quadrant represented by

playhouse in the fall of 1918.

Tuesday, April 25
years ago the Rialto was leased to at a recent election. Other officers the class which entered the college Declamation Finals, 7 :30, Jones Hall
the Fox chain and when this organ- to serve with Miss Schaad are cor- the year they became related to the National YWCA president to visit

ization went bankrupt in the North- responding secretary. Miss Margaret institution.

Those receiving honor-

west some weeks ago Mr. Moore re- Banfield ; recording secretary, Miss ary degrees belong to the quadrant

cps
Thursy, April 27

turned from California to take over Dorothy Dews; treasurer, Miss Ruth represented by the class with which Junior-Senior Breakfast, Lake
Barter ; historian, Miss Betty Sher- they received their degrees.
his interests.
Wilderness
Popular prices prevail for the wood ; and chaplain, Miss Marjorie
Each quadrant has a color, repre- College Women's League tea
Dews.

double-feature programs.

senting some field of human knowl-

----------- ________ ----- --- cage.
.-

-

-, ---j- ---- .-----

Saturday, April 29

uaaran une nas purple, Delta Kappa Phi Informal
representing law or gooi govern- Sigma Mu Chi Informal
"5,
ment. Two has cardinal, representMay 3
ing religion. Three has yellow, rep- Lambda Sigma Chi installation of
I d113 #
j4;(4.ç ,,,j
resenting science and the scientific new officers
method. Four has white, which repFrid
May 5
resents liberal arts, learning and All-College play
_.II_I
culture. The proper quadrant colors
Satuy, May 6
will be sent to each alumnus prior Alpha Chi Nu Informal, Bonneville
'
to commencement, May 29th. All
Hol
are expected to wear the colors dur- Lambda Sigma Chi Mothers' club
!'
I jug that season, called "Color Week."
tea
Historical facts represented by the Alpha Beta Upsilon Informal
.1
Quadrant Oaf. the
Wéctnesiay, m&3r ii
Puget Sound University; Quadrant otlah pledging
.
Two, the University ofpuget Sound;
Saturday. May 13
.
Quadrant Three, the College or uLambda
Sigma Chi Informal
the academic L1d tudent activities get Sound; and Quadrant Four, the
Kappa Sigma Theta picnic
cluster about Ta Day." It was "Color Post."
SatU1d&y, May 27
with the idea of ru)niflg these two
Keep this table. It will help to
elements of a successful institution locate you in the Alumni Association Alumni banquets
parallel that the "Color Post" was and inform you when your class re-fl_a
N
-•••'-+
conceived. The freshmen are ma- unon
i
is to be held.
I:CdT .
to
Eat
and
triculated by the college and then
Quadrants of the College of
Drink"
by the associated students. The
Puget Sound
at
seniors have a double graduation, QuadQuadQuadQuadTHE PHEASANT
viz., by the college and associated
rant
rant
rant
rant
91 3 Broadway
students.
Four
Three
Two
One
Each side represents and is in Color,
Color,
Color,
Color,
l)OsseSSiOfl of a class in college. The Purple Cardinal Yellow
White P,
side which belongs to the senior
1896
1895
1894
1893
Our Permanent Waves
class is passed on to the freshman
1900
1899
1898
1897
are pre-tested
class of the next year. Every four1901
1904
1903
1902
years each side has a new group in
1908
1907
1906
1905
Reasonable in Price
college, while the classes of the past
1912
1911
1910
1909
form a group among the alumni.
1916
1915
1914
1913
Get your next permanent
Thus the alumni are divided into
1920
1919
1918
wave at the
1917
four groups, known as quadrants,
1924
1923
1922
1921
and numbered in the order of their
1928
1927
1926
1925
Winthrop Beauty Shop
beginning.
1932
1931
Kate Brown, Prop.
1930
1929
Phones: BR. 21 41 , BR. 3038
1936
1935
1934
The first class was graduated from
1933
Winthrop Hotel
1940
1939
1938
the Puget Sound University in 1893,
1937
---so the first quadrant begins with that class. The second class of 1894, yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyYYVVVVVVYVYYYVVVYVYY'
nyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyYVYYYYYYYYYYYYl
,yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvw ., yv vv,wv,. v.v'
the third of 1895 and the fourth of
1896 stand as the beginnings of the
other three quadrants.
The
Each one of these four quadrants
has a class representing it in the
'Ll
College of Puget Sound at all times.
It is appropriate that the senior
class this year belongs to Quadrant
has just ope'ned at 29 North Tacoma Avenue
One. The classes belonging to this
quadrant are: 1893, 1897, 1901, 1905,
TA46 M
' A'S NEWEST CAFE
1909, 1913, 1917, 1921, 1925, 1929 and
1933.
SpeciaIizin in
The classes of the quadrant which
has the graduating class this year
CHICKEN-STEAK-HAM DINNERS
should plan for class reunions at
commencement. The senior class
OUR
this year will do its best to invite
\
the classes and the individual memI
(CHICKEN)BURGERS
bers of Quadrant One to return at
commencement, May 22nd to 29th
are something different
inclusive, and especially on the 29th.

Sides of Color Post E i'nulate
Ideals, Historic Events,
"v

r

-.-. .

,
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.

•
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graduates are feted by the junior
class. Seth Innis is general chairman assisted by Ed House, Govnor
Teats and Miss Dorothy Foxwell. A
program of canoeing, dancing and
outdoor sports is being arranged for
the day, and the group will leave the
college at 9 o'clock.

You should see our stock of

Doris Fickle arranging the program. Mrs. Harrie Chamberlain, national
Miss Martha Pearl Jones was heard president of the YWCA, will be the
in a recital of Edna St. Vincent guest speaker of the college group
Millay's works and Leonard Jacob- during chapel tomorrow morning.
sen presented piano numbers. Mrs. Mrs. Chamberlain, who has been
Lyle Ford Drushell assisted by Mes- active in this work for 35 years, will
dames Charles A. Battin, Seigfried be in Tacoma Monday and TuesHerrmann, Edward H. Todd and day, coming here from Boise, Idaho.
Miss Blanche Stevens arranged tea "It is indeed an honor that we
following the business session. A should have Mrs. Chamberlain as
following the business session. Mrs. a speaker here at college," said Miss
0. F. Hite was elected president for Miriam Weigle, president. "We hope
the ensuing year. that a great many girls will turn
out to hear her speak tomorrow."

At the west entrance of C. H.
Jones Hall stands a stick of fir
shaped like the Washington Monument. Each side stands for an ideal,
a historic event and a division of
students and alumni.
It is called the "Color Post" because each side bears a different
color, signifying fields of study and
forms of social organization.
Later the "Color Post" is to be
covered with a four-sided canopy
which will represent well defined
functions. This covering, or canopy,
will have gates on two sides and
fixed grills on the other two sides.
The gates, which are now represented by temporary lattice gates, will
be opened but twice a year. In the
fall they will be opened by the off icers of the associated students to
admit the freshman class with ap
propriate ceremonies. In the spring
the gates will be opened by the same
officers to graduate the senior class.
The latter ceremony usually occurs
two or three days preceding . cornmencement day.
The "Color Post" was founded by
the Class of 1920 at the close of its
freshman year, during the cornmencement of 1917. It was erected
on the north side of the administration building on the Sixth and
Sprague Street campus.
The idea originated in the mind
of President Edward H. Todd, and
was suggested by the tradition of
"Tap Day" at Yale. Many traditions of Yale which bind together

Unusual Gifts
at

Reasonable Prices
at

HANSON'S
JEWELRY
257 South 11 th St
(Fidelity Bldg.)

il1

Pin k Elephant Tavc.

-

Every person who has matricu-

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
lated in either the Puget Sound
University, the University of Puget
OPEN SUNDAYS AND WEEK DAYS-7 A. M. TO 1 1 P. M.
Sound or the College of Puget Sound
belongs to the quadrant to which
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAL
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
.
the class wi th w hi ch he matriculat- AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

.,,.
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Established
Sept. 25, 1922

During School Year
Elections for class officers and

OfficiaJ Publication of The Associated Students
COLLEGE OF PUGET SOUND
Awarded First Class Honor Eating by the National
Scholastic Press Association

representatives to Central Board
will be held Friday during chapel
period. Each class will choose one

Printed by Johnson-Cox Company, 726 Pacific Ave.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Office at Tacoma, Washington, under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.
Subscription price, 75c per semester; $1.00 per school year by mail.

representative to Central Board and
will vote on class offices. Petitions

tiarry Alien, who married Edith
Marla,tt of the same class, is now a
minister at Pomeroy, Wash.
Elsie Gambling married Burns Poe,
collector of internal revenue in Tacoma.
William Phlaum is serving as a mmister in Seattle.
1910

and must bear the signatures of 10 Mark Freeman served for a time as
a missionary to India but is now in
members of the candidate's class. Eastern Washington.
Walter Reynolds is advertising manager of a New York department
store.
Guy Kennard is teaching at Stadium High School.

Editor-in-Chief

-

Warburton, an ornithologist of Ta-

1909

Olvey Kendell, who did graduate coma.
work here, is now in the ministry. Harold Shirley is now the western

are due Thursday at four o'clock

Editorial Staff
Robert Sconce

CLASS NOTES

Classes Will Hold
Elections Friday

Pugrt Ovitub Trail
Published Weekly

Arthur Linn
Associate Editor
Fred Stockbridge
Desk Editor
-------Kathryn St. Clair
Society Editor
Howard Clifford
Sports Editor

W. E. A. SECRETARY

1911
Lois Annabel Beal is married to

Assistants
Thelma Meisnes, Marguerite McMaster, Elza Dahigren, Margaret
Janes, Del Martin, Ed Honeywell, Mildred Eaken, Frank Waibridge.

BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager

Charles Thomas

Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

Charles MacLean
------Larry Penberthy

AND WILL WE CELEBRATE!
The publication of this week's paper carries a three-fold
purpose. Its primary reason is to advertise the coming celebration of the forty-fifth anniversary of the college. The administration is particularly anxious that every alumnus be notified
far enough in advance so that he may become 'Commencement
Conscious" and yearn to be present during the week of festivities.
Elaborate plans for the entertaining of visitors have been
formulated and the college means to make this commencement
the biggest affair that has ever been staged at Puget Sound.
The faculty, the Board of Trustees and the students themselves
will be happy to see a large crowd present at the exercises.
You will be carrying out their desires and in addition you will
be honoring the twentieth anniversary of Dr. Edward H. Todd
as president of the College of Puget Sound.

John Sandell, a prominent attorney
in Seattle.
Maude Morgan married George
Moore of Kimball's gun store.
.lI.s. Lyle lord Drushel is now Dean
of Women at CPS.
Isaac C. Stwally is now serving as
superintendent of schools at Ruston
and as assistant county superintendent for Pierce County.
1912
Ralph Simpson is teaching at Stadium High School.
Frank Turner, postmaster at Raymond, is also editor of the Raymond
paper.
1916
l'aul Granlund is principal of Horace Mann School in Tacoma.
Elsie Wood Schofield is married to
Robert Schofield, director of music
department at Wheaton College,
Wheaton, Ill.
Victor Hedberg, who married Alice
The above cut shows Arthur Gordon of the same class, is editor
of the Tacoma Daily Index.
Marsh, Class of 1908, who is promi- Mrs. J. P. A. Witenhage de Mist is
nent in educational circles in the now living in Amsterdam.
1917
State of Washington. Being secreFred Brown is county superintendtary of the Washington Education ent of schools for Thurston County.
Association is but one of the many Laura Gartrell is teaching in Tadistinctions he possesses. Mr. Marsh coma.
is editor of the Washington Educa- Edward Andrew Shaper gr&luated
from the Stanford Medical School
tion Journal, which is considered and now owns and operates a hospione of the best journals of its kind tal at Bakersfield, Cal.

The alumni association is using the columns of this week's
paper in an organized effort to get in touch with more alums
and to further strengthen the organization so that its members in the entire country. Marsh was
will hold the highest possible respect for the college. The formerly the Dean of Men at the
association is anxious to aid the college in every way possible College of Puget Sound.
and particularly desires your presence at the homecoming
celebration.

71AMANAL7' INI)IAIV

1918
Paul Hanawalt, who married Alice

Baker '20, is superintendent of
schools at Puyallup. He is also
president of the Puyallup Kiwanis
Club.
Elizabeth Schackleford is an attorney in Tacoma.

Alpha Phi Gamma, national journalism honorary fraternit
1919
is responsible for this week's paper. In editing and publish-s
Herbert Holder, Ph. D. from Cornell,
ing it the organization begins to function for the first time
now holds a government position in
/ since the granting of the charter to the Puget Sound chapter.
Washington, D. C.
1920
anianawas—what is its origin?
, This paper is one phase of its program and such an ambitious
Bessie Pleasants is teaching in
( enterprise is destined to arouse the group to greater campus
isrteen years have passed since Rochester, N. Y.
activity in the future. The administration, the alumni asname "Tamanawas" was first Mabel Amende married Earnes Clay
pted as the title of the CPS year '21 who is now in the Methodist missociation and Alpha Phi Gamma have combined their efforts
5Ofl hospital at Changli, China.
bk but how many students during Henry Cramer is a prominent at\ toward the publishing of this week's paper. In so doing the )
groups have had one main objective in mind, to make a huge
time imew the true significance torney in Seattle. He is the alumni
success of the forty-fifth anniversary.
Your presence is
representative on the board of
he word?
esired and expected—make it possible for well-laid plans
Tamanawas, for which there are trustees.
Marmaduke Dodsworth is superin—R. S. /
t. be realized.
nA11ina
W
i,njvpr1
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WORD SIGNIFYING
\ GUARDIAN SPIRIT
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word among the Indians of the
Puget Sound and Columbia river
1908
Gilbert Q. LeSourd is now a director regions. It was supposedly taken
of the Methodist Mission Board In originally from the Chinook dialect
New Jersey.
and incorporated into the Chinook
James Milligan is preaching in Ore- jargon a "trade language" estabgon.
lished by traders of the Hudson Bay
New Summer Rates
company. The jargon was a combination of many dialects and was
by 50 tribes in trading posts
throughout Oregon, Washington,
Of b1$
British Columbia and Alaska.
Broadway Theater Bldg. MA. 5620
To the Indians, Tamanawas signified a sort of guardian or familiar
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JUMBO ICE CREAM
SODAS—i 5c

THIEL'S
26th & Proctor
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Hats
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Complete Beauty Service

Evenings by appointment

in the new grays and
tans with the popular

:

k

Stadium Beauty Shoppe
Mrs. Rinehart, Prop.
109 North Tacoma Avenue
MAin 5720
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narrow brim

A spring demand !

$3.50

The very best in
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Men's and Boys' Shop
2605 Sixth Avenue
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BIG REDUCTION ON ALL TENNIS RACKETS

F. C. JONAS & SON
2503

Builders' Hardware, Oils, Paints and Sporting Goods
MAin 7441
Sixth Avenue
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for the Methodist missions.
1921
Vera Sinclair, who is now Mrs. Coch-

ran of Bremerton, was recently
awarded the American Legion National Award for an essay written
for the Bicentennial celebration of
WashingtOn.
g, L. Sprague, who was secretary
of the alumni association for a number of years and is now field secretary for the college, is preaching in
Bremerton.
Everett Buckley is serving as a doctor On the faculty of the University
of Oregon Medical School at Portland.
Greta
Miller
married
Stanton

representative of Scott-Forsman
company.
1922
Louis Cruver is now physical education instructor at Jason Lee.
Fielding Lemon is now working on
the stall of the Seattle Star.
James Paul Snyder is serving as a
missionary in Canton, China.
I
Russel Clay is pastor of the Florence Street Methodist church in Js
Angeles.
nLofl Erp is a professor of chemistry at Renton.
Clorence 1iaddoek is doing YWCA
work in Boston.
Myrtle Warren is teaching in Tacoma.
1923
Steven Arnett is doing newspaper
work in Seattle.
Thomas Swayze, who married Francis Goehring of the same class, was
sent to the Near East Conference as
the representative of the United
States. He is now serving as city
comptroller.
Ross McPhail received his M. D. at
Louisville, Ky. He now has charge
of the Pierce County Tuberculosis
Sanitorium.
Margaret Olson is manager of a hospital in Indianapolis.
Florence Todd is secretary of the
art department at the University of
Vermont.
Frank Brooks is doing graduate work
at the University of Chicago.
Samuel Levinson studied law at the
University of Chicago. He received
his degree and is now practicing in
Seattle.
1926
Margaret Short is teaching at
Washington School.
Ed Amende is working for Parrot &
Co., San Francisco merchandise
brokers.
Richard Weir is doing graduate work
at the University of Chicago.
Pete Carli is a minister at Wilkeson.
Willabelle Hoage married James
Caughlin, who is coaching at Buckley.
Bob Wiesal is a representative for
in eastern sales agency.
Don WeUnian is manager of the
Independent Lumber Company.
Maynard Faulkner is working at the
Cushman Power plant.
Harlan Leatherwood is a district
auditor for the Mountain States
Power Company at Sandpoint, Ida.
Clinton Hart married Ella Purkey
'26. He is now an auditor for the
Mountain States Power Company at
Marshfild, Ore.
Dorothy Leatherwood received a
nurse's degree at the Tacoma General Hospital and later did graduate
work irt New York. She is now
working in Centralia.
Wilbur Daniels is the superintendeat of the Buckley Schools.
Gus Partridge is now in business in
Tacoma.
Gard Shuler is director of music at
Detroit High School. He teaches
summer school at Northwestern U
Somers Sleep is an interne at the
county hospital.
David Ta.ff is a manual training instructor at Jason Lee.
Alvin Balke did advanced work at
Alaska Agriculture College at Fairbanks. He is now living at Noine.
Lloyd Hague is now teaching at
Kirkland.
Franklin Manning studied and received his law degree from the University (if Washington. He is now
practicin g in Seattle.
Everett Wadsworth is principal at
Sumner High School.
Arling Ilagerness is superintendent
of schoo]s at Oak Harbor. He is now
taking gtacluate work at CPS.

"'

spirits, ghosts, luck, fortune—all
i came under the head of Taniana. was. Among the Snohomish Indians
the word was used to signify the
Great Spirit.
In selecting the word as the symbol of their year book, which was
first published in 1920 by the junior
class, the staff said of it, "We have
tried to imbibe into this 'Tamanawas' something of the good spirit
of the old tribes, passing the peace
pipe when we thought of any dissensions which may have arisen durIng the year."
Th e first volume contained an explanation of the meaning of "Tamanawas" as given by Mr. Henry
Sicade, an Indian resident of Tacoma. The book followed the Indian
style with titles and subtitles written in English translation of Indian
phrases. The Table of Contents was
known as the Totem Pole. The
Tamanawas has grown in 13 years
from a small book bound in soft
leather to a volume almost twice
the size of the original.

Att T1rihrlhrrg
oT arIi rpti
Pacific HigIway Near Airpoñ
Phone 43Arland 9664

Dine and Dance
No Cover Charge Excepi Saturday

8 Course Dinner

-

-

$1.00
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CPS Association
Aids Graduates
Organization of Alumni Group
Is Strengthened
Organization of the College of
Puget Soimd Alumni Association to
a point where it provides material
assistance to the college and its
graduates has been attained.

The Puget Sound Trail

MEDICAL ALUMNI

T

Sanitary Barber Shop
Under Roxy Theater

9 chairs—prompt service
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It pays to look well

1913
Samuel Dupertuis is a professor at

JACK'S GRIDDLE
SPECIAL—Any Time
2 PORK CHOPS,
Potatoes, Toast, Coffee 2,5e
913 Commerce St.

Boston University. He was decoratd by the French government durng the war.
John Dupertuis is teaching at the
'1oran Boy's School.
Paul Todd is an assistant county
superintendent of Schools for Pierce
Jounty.
William Tabell runs Tabell's Tamale
shop in Tacoma.

NEAL E. THORSEN

"SOUP TO NUTS"

Costumer and Hair Shop

11

Hair Goods
Toupee, Wigs, Masks
MAIn 4861
92844 Bdwy.

A Complete Lunch
for 25c

T(LCPHONL t.tNM 7745

lax,177n

BURPEE'S
6th and Mne

LOGGER ALUMS
ENJOY SUCCESS
IN SPORTS FIELD
Knowledge Gained at C P S
Proves Invaluable
Into the realm of sports have gone
numerous College of Puget Sound
graduates in recent years.
Without exception, they have established creditable and enviable
records In their positions as high
school coaches. The knowledge of
athletics they have gained in CPS
activities provides each of them with
ability to organize and instruct
younger athletes.
Elmer Anderson, one of the better
known coaches, is in charge of baseball and basketball at West Seattle
high school, one of the larger schools
in Seattle.
Harry Parker handled athletic
teams for several years at Corvallis
high school, Oregon, and later was
promoted to the position of principal
of the high school.
Eddie Schwarz created an enviable
record in outlying schools, and came
last year as first team football
coach at Stadium high In Tacoma,
taking over one of the most soughtafter coaching jobs in the state.

.-

............ ...-'.....

Charlie Lappenbusch, who attended CPS for two years, is now head
athletic coach at Linfield College in
Oregon, one of the members of the
Pacific Northwest conference.

...>.. x..., ,,

Raymond E. Cook, tiass of 190, .lr. Cook has served as an alumni

Fred LePenske has gained a wide
reputation for his athletic work at
Houiam high school, chief among
his teams being a basketball quintet
which scored high this season in Its
league.

Is the Superintendent of Schools in representative on the Board of
Everett. He went to Everett in 1928
rustees for 16 'ears. Mrs. Cook is
from Lincoln High School in Ta- T
coma, where he served as principal the former Leola Barrett from the
for several years.
I Class of 1908.

AMOS BOOTH DELIVERS MESSAGE
OUTLINES ALUMNI ORGANIZATION
"At the commencement exercises
which will be held the latter part
of next month, we will celebrate the
45th anniversary of the founding
of an institution which has become
a very potent factor in the educational life of this great Northwest
The College of Puget Sound, of
which I speak, is destined to achieve
greater heights, if not to assume
the role of the greatest single influence of its kind in this part of
the country.

Praise Administration
The result of the endeavors of
the administrators both past and
present is an Alma Mater of which
we can justly be proud. We can
well consider ourselves fortunate
that we have at some time in the
past attended this particular higher institution of learning. The inward organization, or those directly
employed by the college have always
and undoubtedly will continue to do
their job well, but I am afraid we
who are classified as alumni or the
products of the institution have
sluffed as it were, in our obligation.
No machine, organization or institutlon can or will be any stronger
than its integral parts and unless
we as such, get behind the program
of the administration and contribute
our efforts there will always be a
necessary cog missing without which
the machine cannot operate smoothly.

Claire Guest is now coaching at
Pe Ell, having only recently left a
similar position at Napavine.
Aaron Van Devanter at Kirkland
has been turning out stellar teams,

and Bruce (Horse) Blevins, now at
Port Townsend, has shown creditable teams. Blevins also gained considerable notoriety in recent years
when he was a member of Pacific
Coast baseball league teams.

List 5000 Alums
'Most people are greatly surprised
to know that we have approximately
five thousand names on file in the
alumni office of people who have
completed work along some line at
the College of Puget Sound. It is
hardly possible to conceive of the
good which such a group of college
trained men and women could do if
they were organized to the extent
that their efforts could be focused
at any one point. Therein lies our
weakness, we lack the necessary
unity which could be effected 11
each of us individually would cooperate and help when the opportunity arose, as meager as our attempts may seem, let us remember
that everything must have a beginning.

Bert Kepka and Onnie Hannus
have respectively been coaching for
several years at Montesano and
Enumclaw, Washington. H a r r y
Enochs, in addition to being in
charge of athletics at Fife high
school, is principal of the high
school. Chester Rhodes for two
years has been in charge of sports
at the Oak Harbor high.
Away back in 1903 and 1904, when
a certain CPS football team won
the Pacific coast championship, two
of the players were Dr. George A.
Nace and Raymond Cook. They, too,
are still active in athletics.

Board Represents Alumni

"We elect a board of ten members
AMOCAT COFFEE
who in turn elect the executive offlees, and this body is responsible
"The Peak of Quality"
for the administration of the alumni
affairs. Their work evolves back to
Distributed by
a process of combining the mdiWest Coast Grocery Co.
vidual performances and without the
aid of each of us they cannot be of
Sprenger and Jones
much use. At the present we have
Jewelers
about eight or nine hundred of the
1
1
1
3 Broadway
five thousand names catalogued
Phone
Broadway
4375
quite accurately, this is about one
fourth as many as we should have.
When you get this or any other bulN OTI CE
letin of the college or alumni assoEyes Tested Right
ciation send in a word of appreciaGlasses Right
Prices Right
Criticism Retards Progress
tion with any suggestions you have
Caswell Optical Co.
The one way to instill the es- to make, or the names of prospective
758 St. Helens Ave.
sential confidence and faith in our students, also of vacancies which you
college is to fall in line and help may know about regardless of the
every project as it comes along. It Line of work it is. I assure you that
Mother's Day
is granted that mistakes have been all such contacts will be recognized
May14
made and undoubtedly will con- and appreciated. Send them to the
Whether you're at home
tinue so to a certain degree, and in secretary's office at the college.
or far away, your photospite of the fact that the efforts
Signed : AMOS BOOTH.
graph will please her. It's
have been most sincere, unjust critithe one thing every mothcism has taken place, which retards
COPELAND—The Printer
er always appreciates.
progress, rather than helps. EnE
dowed as we are by nature, we co
"Dance Programs our
not so readily criticize our own work,
Specialty"
rather, we begin to look around for
JAMES K. COPELAND, Prop.
a better solution if a mistake has
304 Rust Bldg.
MAin 4493
906 A St.
MAin 5800
been made, which is as it should be.
:

-

I 1 :00 A. M. to
2:00 P. M.
at

ALUMNUS IS EVERETT SUPERINTENDENT

Among the most outstanding students of the University of Oregon
Medical School at Portland are nine
alumni of the College of Puget
Sound. They are Thomas Doddson,
Elmer Austin, Jack Guts, John
Gardlner, Ralph Brown, Eldon
Chuinard, Don Searing, Fay Nace,
and Glen Helmer.
Mr. Gardiner was prominent in
athletics while attending CPS and
Mr. Chuinard was student body
president.

During this year—more than in
any other, perhaps—the alumni association has been functioning for
. retary's office at CPS.
the mutual benefit of the college
One of the major annual underand its members. A drive has
takings of the alumni association is
been undertaken to perfect even
publication of the CPS Alumnus, a
better organization of the graduates.
newspaper. It is issued just prior
Regular meetings have been head to homecoming time and brings
this year to outline policies under graduates a comprehensive view of
which the alumni association shall current activities at the college.
function as an auxiliary agent of
The biggest alumni event of each
the school. The fact that attend- year, naturally, is homecoming. Its
ance this year at the annual alumni elaborate ceremony and arrangehomecoming banquet was the larg- ments are seldom, if ever, equaled
est in CPS history is significant of by students during other portions of
the ambitious organization plans the college year.
which are being carried out.
Homecoming is feasting time. It
Officers of the 1933 CPS alumni provides graduates with an opporassociation are Amos Booth, presi- tunity to relive their college days,
dent; Everett Wadsworth, vice- to renew friendships with their
president; Martha Ann Wilson, see- friends of former days. It is marked
retary, and Ethel Trotter, treasurer. by a co-operative program between
These officials compose the board students and alumni—a program
of directors together with Richard which usually covers two days of
Wasson, Dean Lyle Ford Drushel, fun-making.
Franklin Johnson, Alice Berry, Ted
Of importance in college life, too,
Bankhead and Guy Kinnard. Field is the annual alumni chapel hour,
secretary of the college, who assists presided over by the acting presiin alumni enrollment, is the Rev. dent of the association. Last year,
John Bell.
the impressive program was featured
While the college possesses an in- by an address of Paul Hanawalt,
dexed list of approximately 4,500 CPS alumnus and Superintendent
graduates, the alumni associations of Schools in Puyallup, Washington.
CPS graduates are always prommailing list includes only slightly
over 900 names. The mailing list inent, also, at the annual color post
Is being supplemented whenever ad- ceremonies which usher the senior
ditional graduates are located and class into the alumni association.
Close contact between school and
their addresses secured for referalumni affairs Is maintained by the
ence.
A general appeal has been voiced alumni association representative on
by officers of the association, how- Central Board, college governing
ever, for those graduates who have committee. This representative is
not been receiving alumni associa- traditionally the president of the
tion correspondence to write to the alumni association, although he is
college In order that their names at liberty to appoint In his stead
and addresses may be added to the some other member of the board of
mailing list. Alumni association directors.
A new arrangement whereby the
headquarters are in the field seegraduating senior class each year at
tr Puget Sound is admitted bodily into
We Serve You Best
the alumni association has also been
worked out this year. The seniors
PROCTOR
are assessed their first year alumni
PHARMACY
dues by the college bursar at the
W. P. Ragsclale
same time they pay their diploma
N. 26th & Proctor
PR. 0571
fees.
Aims of the alumni association are
high.
The organization hopes soon
BAKERY GOODS
to be able to endow a chair of infor all occasions
struction in the college as a means
PICKERT'S BAKERY
Df permanently expressing its grate2707 Sixth Avenue
fulness to the alma mater of its
members. This movement, however,
4
0.6
is now In its embryo stage.

H. J. Conrad, P rOp.
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The Puget Sound Trail

Logger Track,
Diamond Teams
Meet Huskies
Baseball Teams Clash Friday
And Saturday With Track
Meet Saturday
On Friday and Saturday the College of Puget Sound and the Un!versity of Washington track and
baseball teams will vie for honors.
The Husky baseball nine journeys
to Tacoma to meet the Logger diamond artists and on Saturday the
CPS bafl players will go to Seattle
for the return game with the Purple
and Gold.
On Saturday the Logger tracksters
will meet the Washington cinder
men in a dual meet in the University stadium at Seattle. This will
mark the first time in history that
the two track teams have met.. Last
year the Loggers met the Washington freshman team and by defeating
them gained a spot on the varsity
schedule.

Omicrons Cop
Runner-Up Cup
In the playoff for second place in
intramural basketball held last Thesday the Delta P1 Omicron five had
an easy time downing the Alpha
Chi Nu quintet by the score of 33
to 16.
The Omicrons took an early lead
and at the half had advanced it to
18 to 8. During the second half
the victors kept up their fast pace
and were never in danger of being
headed.
As a result of this win the winners receive the Hoskins-Mecca
trophy for being runner-up in basketball.
Minnitti and Sterling led the Omicrons in scoring with 10 counters
apiece while Steeves, a substitute,
led the losers with four.

THE Al) CHASER
The Karmelkorn Shop, maybe
you've noticed, has a new locationright on Broadway. Look for their
special offer In this issue and take
advantage of It. You'll be delighted.
* S S

Miss Rose Gauthier, with Mrs.
Rinehart at the Stadum Beauty
Shoppe, has a reputation, a widespread one, for her unusual ability
at fingerwaving. For appointments
call Main 5720.
S S S

On looking about Mr. Bender's Apparel Shoppe, we found some very
clever arrangements in dresses, suits,
and coats. His spring styles indicate
that he wishes to cater to the college
co-eds.

* * *

"Where shall we go?" Tacoma's
latest answer is "The Pink Ele-

I

Intramural Playground
Schedule
Monday, 12:05: Peter Pugets
vs. Sigma Zeta Epsilon.
Tuesday, 12:05: Alpha Chi Nu
vs. Delta Jappa Phi; 1:05: Delta
P1 Omicron vs. Sigma Mu Chi.
Wednesday, 12 :05 : Sigma Zeta
Epsilon vs. Sigma Mu Chi.
Thursday, 12:05: Delta P1 Omicron vs. Alpha Chi Nu; 1:05:
Delta Kappa Phi vs. Peter Pugets.

President Welcomes
(Continued from Page One)

investments is more or less insecure. Young people are crowding her halls. It is going to
take more money to care for
them. Her plant will need to
be enlarged. If she cannot look
to her children wh6 have gone
out from her halls she is in a
very poor condition.
"It may be that you cannot
give much money now, but she
ought to be in your financial
plans. In any event, you can give
rich, full sympathy, and that
sympathy backed by your faith
and prayers will be a real asset
to her.
'From what I have said, some
of you may think we desire you
to come home so that we may
secure some cash or subscriptions. That is not the purpose.
We want you to come to help u
rejoice that your Alma Mater's
life has been spared for fortyfive years and that she has
been able to serve the community. We want you to come that
the students may feel the
warmth of your spirit and know
that they are related to men
and women who are worthy of
their high esteem and regard.
"Saturday, Sunday and Monday, May 27 to 29 Inclusive, are
the three great days. We are
planning to entertain with bed
and breakfast all who may be in
town to attend the commencement from Friday evening until
Monday.
"Come and help us make
Commencement Day, May 29th,
t h e grandest commencement
ever witnessed by the institution. As president of the college,
let me invite you most heartily
to come. We want to see you.
We want to know you. We want
you to know your Alma Mater,
the student body and the faculty. Welcome! Thrice welcome
to every alumnus of the college!
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) EDWARD H. TODD,
President."

FAIR_SEASON

P lay Team From Japan in Fea-

ture Tilt
Logger cagers enjoyed a fairly
successful season, winning eight out
of 17 intercollegiate contests and all
except two games with the cream of
the independent teams of the state.
After winning a series of prelimi------------------,
,.- nary
games win C1LY teams tne

Sigma Zeta Epsilon 11 0 1.000
De1ta Fl Omicron
B 3 .727

...

Alpha Chi Nu .. 8 3 .727
Sigma Mu Chi ..........4 7 .364
Peter Pugets ..............3 8 .272
Delta Kappa Phi ..... 2 9 .181
Barbarians ....................0 6 .000
In the playoff for second place
the Delta Pi Omicron team defeated the Alpha Chi Nus by
the score of 33 to 16.

Lacey Tossers
Defeat Loggers

ing Lumberjack team much compe- freshman hurler at CPS and Clark
tition, losing 62 to 34.
of the Rangers. The lead changed
In the highlight of the season the hands three times during the hard-

INTRAMURAL
GOLF AND NET
PLAY BEGINS
Rules Adopted and Complete
Schedule Announced by
Lou Grant
Intramural golf and tennis schedules were announced by Louis Grant,
intramural director. The general
rules were also given. In tennis fourman teams will compete. One doubles
and two singles matches are to be
played by competing teams. In golf
four-man teams will compete with
match play prevailing. Golf matches
may be played on any course which is
agreeable to both competing teams.
In both sports varsity men and varsity lettermen will be ineligible to
play. Play is to begin at once and
scores must be turned in to Lou
Grant.
The tennis schedule is as follows:
First Round

Delta Omicron vs. Sigma Zeta
Maroon and White cagers met the fought encounter, with the Lacey Epsilon; Delta Kappa Phi vs. Alpha
Washington Huskies in a return collegians finally nosing out the Chi Nu ; Peter Pugets vs. Sigma Mu
game in a local gym and after a Lumberjacks by a one-run margin. Chi.
fast and exciting game, in which
Smith pitched good ball for the
Second Round
the Purple and Gold hoopsters were Loggers, but received rather poor
Delta Pi Omicron vs. Delta Kappa
held in check until the final mm- support from his mates, four misPhi; Sigma Zeta Epsilon vs. Peter
utes, the visitors managed to garner plays being charged against them
Pugets; Sigma Mu Chi vs. Alpha
a win from the Loggers.
officially. Several errors of omis- Chi Nu.
Down Pacific
also hurt the chances of the
Third Round
In the conference schedule the former Broadway High, Seattle,
Delta Pi Omicron vs. Sigma Mu
CPS quintet downed a strong and hurler, who struck out seven and Chi; Sigma Zeta Epsilon vs. Delta
fighting team from Pacific Univer- allowed only seven
hits. Andrew
sity in two games. Next the Loggers Hurney, Ranger third-sacker, was Kappa Phi; Peter Pugets vs. Alpha
Chi Nu.
journeyed to Whitman and there the big gun of the St. Martin's atFourth Round
lost both games of the series, the tack with a double and a homer in
Sigma
Mu
Chi vs. Delta Kappa
first by only a few points while in four trips, while Hal Thomas colPhi; Peter Puget.s vs. Delta Pi Omithe second the Blue and Maize put lected
two singles to lead CPS
cron; Sigma Zeta Epsilon vs. Alpha
on a sensational rally in the second stickers.
Deane Pettibone tripled
Chi Nu.
half to win from Puget Sound.
in the fifth, scoring Jimmy Ennis,
Fifth Round
Willamette opposed CPS the next to
capture long-distance hitting
Peter Pugets vs. Delta Kappa Phi;
week end and managed to gather
honors.
Delta Pi Omicrons vs. Alpha Chi
two close wins within its claws. On
The Loggers meet St. Martin's in
Nu; Sigma Zeta Epsilon vs. Sigma
an extended trip into Oregon the a return game Tuesday afternoon on
Mu Chi.
Loggers downed Albany twice and the Ranger diamond.
The clash is
The golf schedule is as follows:
Columbia once. Games were
also slated for 2:30 o'clock.
First Round
won from Pacific Lutheran College
while St. Martin's and Columbia
Sigma Mu Chi vs. Delta Kappa
University outscored the LumberPhi; Delta Pi Omicron vs. Alpha Chi
Juniors W1H Teiiiii&
jacks.
Inter-class tennis for the Harry Nu; Peter Pugets vs. Sigma Zeta
According to Coach Roy Sand- L. Brown cup has been completed Epsilon.
berg, prospects for next season are with the junior class emerging the
Second Round
bright with only two men, Eddie winner. The matches have been
Delta Kappa Phi vs. Delta P1 OmiMcCoy and Frank Bowers, being lost going on for the past several weeks cron; Alpha Chi Nu vs. Peter Puby graduation, while several promis- and were not completed until last gets; Sigma Zeta Epsilon vs. Sigma
ing players were developed in the week.
Mu Chi.
intramural league this year.
Third Round
Members of the winning team
Delta Pi Omicron vs. Sigma Zeta
were Jane Porter, Josie North, GovEpsilon; Alpha Chi Nu vs. Delta
Intramural Point Standings
fbi. Teats and Seth Innis.
Sigma Zeta Epsilon
475
Kappa Phi; Peter Pugets vs. Sigma
Delta P1 Omicron
321
Mu Chi.
Features of History
Alpha Chi Nu
302
Fourth Round
(Continued from Page One)
Sigma Mu Chi
300
Peter
Pugets
vs. Delta P1 OmIold site at Sixth Avenue and
Delta Kappa Phi
277
cron; Sigma Zeta Epsilofi vs. Delta
Sprague.
Peter Pugets
138
Kappa Phi; Alpha Chi Nu vs. Sigma
The James J. Hill Endowment
phant." It is now open and ready
Barbarians
75
Mu
Chi.
of $250,000 was completed in
to welcome you.
Whistle Punks
50
Fifth Round
1916.
A
new
endowment
of
$1,S S S
The above points were awardPeter
Pugets
vs. Delta Kappa Phi;
000,000 was completed DecemWe finished gadding for ads at
ed in intramural competition in
Delta
P1
Omicron
vs. Sigma Mu
ber 1932, having been made posElorluck's, where we had an excelindoor baseball, volleyball, both
Chi; Sigma Zeta Epsilon vs. Alpha
sible through Leonard Howarth,
Lent affair. Danish Ice cream, cake,
"A" and "B" leagues; and basChi Nu.
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Tennis Rackets

Fresh Shawberiles
SUNDAE
MALTED MILK

We do not serve beer.
9th and Broadway

W L

Team

Maroon hoopsters layed off during
Christmas vacation and upon returning journeyed to Seattle to meet
the University of Washington Huskies. Playing on a strange floor
and with no conditioning in the Otto Smith Pitches Duel With
previous two weeks the Loggers went
Clark
down in defeat by a large score.
College of Puget Sound tossers
Defeat Japanese Team
dropped a 5 to 4 decision to St.
The next game was with Meiji Martin's College Friday afternoon
University from Japan and the in- on the Logger diamond after a
vaders were unable to give a fight- pitching duel between Otto Smith,

Harry McMillan is now circulation
manager of the Tacoma Tribune in
Puyallup.

SHORT CAKE
MILK SHAKE

Final Intramural
Basketball Standings

C AGERS ENJOY

11 th & Pacific

Restrung $2.00 and up

the Northwest conference was
won by the CPS team during
the fall of 1932.
The Women's Debate team
took first place in the Pacific
Coast Region of Pt Kappa Delta.
The Men's Debate team tied for
third place and J. Herman
Mattson placed fourth In ora-

and get a 35c bag of that Krisp
Krunchy Karmelkorn for a quarter. just the thing for that picnic
lunch, party, or as a gift.

Our home made Whipped Cream
Fudge and Taffy Chews are
delicious. Try some.

The Karmelkorn Shop

tory.

New Location

919 1/2 Broadway

Rackets Repaired

TENNIS SUPPLIES

KIMBALL'S

SPAULDINC RACKETS AND BALLS ARE
WONDERFUL THIS SEASON

1107 Broadway

WASHINGTON HARDWARE CO.
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Battin Claims
Many Coaches
Praise Mattson

Class Conducts Kindergarten

Members of the Public School Art
Class will conduct a kindergarten in
the art room for the next six weeks
f or children of pre-school age. Par ents in the college district are urged
to bring their children Friday after Southern Professors Consider noons, the only day the class will be
Oration Outstanding Work
held.
On Coast
Each week will see a different
member of the class in charge of
Although Herman Mattson won the school.
fourth place in the oratorical contest held recently at the College of
Pacific in Stockton, California, his
oration was considered outstanding
for its beauty of style, content, simplicity and correct use of English.
The following coaches and profesPlan Special Stress on School
sors were unusually generous in
Life Pictures
their praise of Mr. Mattson's work
and requested a copy of the oration.
The 1933 Tamanawas, parts of
Professor Fred McGrew, Fresno which have already gone to press,
State; Professor Egbert Ray Nich- will be distributed to all students on
ols, University of Redlands; Profes- May 17. The staff is working hard
sor Dwain Orton, College of Pacific; to complete all writing and proof
Professor Davis, Stanford and Pro- reading so that all material may be
fessor Peterson from the University at the binders before May 10.
of San Francisco. Below are a few
This year the annual is laying
excerpts from the oration:
special stress upon school life and
"Man lives in a world of contra- the staff is attempting to include
diction. Day and night, summer pictures and names of as many stuand winter, love and hate, life and dents as possible. The theme of the
death are some of the contrasts and book is achievement and the dec11contradictions which challenge the cation is to school spirit. This theme
race, and have made life a grim con- seemed to be particularly fitting bequest from generation to genera- cause of Puget Sound's achievement
of the recognition by the American
tion . "'
* * $
Association of Universities at the
"The history of man Is a record time of the celebration of the 45th
of challenges. The progress of man school and the 20th anniversary of
is the conquest of contradictions. Dr. Edward H. Todd's presidency of
Within our own natures we feel the college. The winning of the
life's tragic defeat and sublime vic- conference football championship
tories. It is our racial heritage. for the first time in history; the
There are melodies we faintly hear, Pacific Coast P1 Kappa Delta womvoices that we cannot understand, en's championship ; record enrollfears we cannot name, tears we ment in the fall semester ; the innocannot shed, emotions we can never vation of dancing on the campus;
express, all these haunt us—are and the institution of the new traghosts of those awful mysteries and dition of Color Week are all achievements which are stressed in The
contradictions of life."
* * 1,
Tamanawas.
There are more pictures of school
"An ungainly youth sprawls across
life,
many of which were chosen
the floor before an open fireplace.
He scrawls his name across a board. from those submitted in a snapshot
He rubs it out and writes again. contest, of which Robert Paine was
Letters of charcoal are easily erased the winner. School colors will be
and a smooth pine board burns used throughout, and the art work
quickly. He writes his name again is being done by Delmore Martin
and three million slaves are freed. and Ward Alvord. The cover was
Charcoal letters on a smooth pine designed by Don Olson and was Seboard become an immortal name in lected from a dozen entries by the
the annals of human freedom. A art classes and judged by Mrs. Ida
log cabin, the nation's White House; Cochran, Miss Rowena Lung, Mr.
poverty and debt, a nation's chief Frank Miller, and Dr. Julius Jaeger.
The annual service contest to Seruler; the hard struggle of frontier
lect
a senior man and woman who
life, a nation's first citizen! The
have
been of the most service to the
challenge of contradictions— tnumph of personality, a man for the school during their four years closed
Friday and was voted upon by the
ages!
entire student body.
S * *

Annual Work
Progressing

"The challenge of contradiction
comes to each generation. We face
it today; millions of bushels of
grain, millions of starving men;
great tasks of the race, too large for
one generation, yet millions of idle
hands; abundance of gold in strong
steel boxes, children of povertyboys and girls with old faces and
dull eyes; large armaments diabolically potential, war-weary people praying for peace; a religion of
peace and good-will toward all,
sectarians with warring creeds, damming their opponents."

'Tightwad' Selected
As Next Production
"Tightwad" by Robert Keith, a
three-act comedy, has been chosen
as the next all-college play to be
presented on May 5, by students of
the dramatic department. This is
the third play to be given as an allcollege production this year.

STOP!
After the Dance

Wallace Scott attended the Univers-

ity of Washington where he gained
recognition as intercollegiate tennis
chani Pion.

APRIL 24, 1933

The Puget Sound Trail

ART DEPARTMENT
ACQUIRES PRINTS
OF FAMOUS WORKS
Prints of famous paintings by
noted artists have been purchased
by the Art Department of the college. The new prints are by Rembrandt and Vermeer of the Dutch
school; Velasquez of the Spanish
and Holbein of the German.
Rembrandt's second wife is the
subject matter of one print and is
considered to be one of the finest
works produced by the famous
Dutch painter. Vermeer is spoken
of as a genre painter or the use of
homely and everday scenes. The
artistry of Vermeer has elevated
commonplace things to a high plane
Mrs. Ida Cochran considers the
prints the best available and rank
very favorably with the originals.
The pictures were purchased with
the scholarship money received by
Mrs. Cochran from the Carnegie
Foundation. The new prints are
hanging in the art room and Mrs.
Cochran urges students and faculty
members to see the new pictures.

DATE SET FOR $200 In Books
BAND CONCERT Missing From
College Library
The annual spring concert of the
CPS band, under the direction of
Professor Harry W. Evans will be
given the evening of May 15 in the
auditorium of Jones Hall. Contrary to the former custom no admission is to be charged and everyI one interested in music of the finest
I
sort is invited, according to Mr.
Evans. Besides a varied program
by the band Mr. Evans Is presenting some of his students in solo
numbers.
The program will be as follows:
Part 11
Overture, "Harmony King—Joseph
de Luca
Cornet Solo, "Scintilita"—Theron D.
Perkins
Ames McDowell, soloist
Waltze, "Murmuring Waters"—John
T. Hall
Saxophone Solo, Romance "Regrets
d'Armour"—W. W. Bright
Roy Norman, soloist
Characteristic March, "Jolly Coppersmith"—C. Peter

ENGLISH TEST EXPLAINED

Part II

To explain the motive of the
comprehensive English examination
Professor Julius P. Jaeger spoke to
the senior majors in that department last Wednesday afternoon.
The examination is to be given May
15 and is required before gr&luation of English majors.
"I will be glad to see any personally who were unable to be at the
meeting," says Mr. Jaeger.

Morceau, "The Cocoanut Danee"—A.
Herman
Trombone Solo, "My Regards"—Edward Llewllyn
Tom Willis, soloist
Serenata Egyptiene, "Amina"—Paul
Lincke
Selection, "Floradora"—Leslle Stewart
"March of the Siamese"—Paul
I
Lincke

THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA
--- NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
(A NTIONJIL JL'I.Yh)
FOUNDED 1864
SAN

l}(ANU1S(X),

PORJ1-&N ),

Truit Servicei
The booms and depressions of finance, coiiiiii tt and in(lust!')' are reflected to a marked degree upon the itu
ment holdings of individuals, estates and corporations.
Thoughtful men, understanding the problems of' ke'eping
j)roperty intact during good times, know the need for the
best experience and most careful judgment during 1)oriods of uncertainty. This problem is pai'ticularly important to the man who will some day leave an estate lxIiind
him.
The Bank of California, established 65 years ago, and
with a wide experience, is peculiarly well equipped to
safeguard and keep intact estates of every character. The
essential trust requirements of integrity, fidclitv, permanence and judgment it offers in full in every fiduciary
commitment.
The Bank of California acts as Trustee, Executor, Administrator, Guardian of Estates, Assignee, Receiver,
Transfer Agent and Registrar of stocks and bonds, or in
any other fiduciary capacity permitted to banks or trust
companies by Federal and State laws.

Hot and Cold Drinks,
Sandwiches and Pie

A n exenced officer of this

Our Homemade Candy Isn't
Famous, But It's
Sure Swell!

details ofirusi sereñces with you.

MacLean's
26th & Proctor

Fain/c is available to discuss any

Depositors living at a distance find a real convenience In
making deposits by mail. Ask the receiving
teller or write for details.

CPS STUDENTS
have always been liberal with

1011 Pacific Ave.

their patronage of the
COFFEE POT

C. B. RALEIGH, Manager

where they get food that
merits their confidence
Homemade Pie, Real
Hamburgers, Good Coffee
Half-way between Tacoma
and So. Tacoma

COMMERCIAL FOREIGN SAVINGS TRUST

Warren L. Perry Says Many
Copies Cannot Be
Replaced
Sixty-four books worth approximately $200 are missing from the
library according to Warren Perry,
librarian. Some of the books cannot be replaced at any cost as they
represent the only copies available.
Mr. Perry urges that students haying the books return them as soon
as possible.
A partial list follows:
Alden, Cyclopeclia of History"
V 2.

Anderson, "Winesburg, Ohio."
Andreev, The Seven That Were
Hanged."
Aristotle, "On the Art of Poetry."
Rarton, "The Man Nobody
KflO',VS."

Berenson, "Italian Painters of
the Renaissance."
b'ohm von Bawerk, "Positive
Theory of Capital."
J3oughner, 'Women in Journallm,"
Brownell, 'American Prose
1 asters."
Case, 'Historicity of Jesus."
Child, "Origin and Development
of the Nervous System."
Cross, "[)omestic and Foreign
Exchange."
('01111, "Biology."
Dendy, "Biological Foundations
of Society."
Do'vine, "Social Work."
r)ouglass, "Modern Methods of
High School Teaching."
Downing, "Source Book of Biologieai Nature Study."
liro-iser, "The Color of a Great
City."
Edle, "Economics" (2 copies).
Edie, "Money Bank Credit and
Prices."
Ferber, "So Big."
Ganong, "The Living Plant."
Goldooto'in, "Art in Every Day

